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VENNER CREEK WETLAND CULVERT DROP

Objectives
The Venner Creek Wetland Culvert Drop attempts to
restore rainbow trout access to fair off–channel and
excellent rearing habitat in reach 2 of Venner Creek by
removing man–made barriers to upstream migration. The
objective is to restore access to all life stages of rainbow
trout.

FRBC Region/MELP Region/MOF Region
Thompson–Okanagan/Southern Interior/Kamloops

Authors
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., Southern Interior Forestcraft Ltd.,
Consultant to Weyerhaeuser

Proponent/Implementing Partners
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Okanagan Falls Unit.

Watershed/Stream
Okanagan Basin, Vaseux Creek Watershed, Venner Creek
sub–basin

Location
The site is located approximately 15–km southeast of
Penticton near Okanagan Falls, BC. From 0 km on R201
(behind the Okanagan Falls sawmill), travel to 12.5 km,
turn right onto R200, travel to 20 km, site occurs at the
junction of R200 and Venner Road (left).

Introduction
On the east side of Okanagan Valley, Vaseux’s seven sub–
basins (Vaseux, Dutton, Underdown, Solco, Venner,
McIntyre and Wabash) drain 292 km2 of the Okanagan
Highlands region. The watershed rises from 325–m
elevation at the confluence with the Okanagan River to
2335 m at the peak of Baldy Mountain.

Trumbley et al. 1997, identified two man–made upstream
migration barriers in reach two of the Venner Creek sub–
basin. Both barriers were located on the main haul road
R200 and clearly prevented upstream migration of fish
due to perched outlets (Fig. 8–1). Several hectares of fair
off–channel habitat and at least 100 m of excellent rearing
habitat were available upstream in the wetland known as
Venner meadows.

Assessments and Prescriptions
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd. was retained to
prepare on–site prescriptions for eliminating culvert outfall
drops. Approved prescriptions utilized notched log cribs
with plunge pools to eliminate the outfall drop and make
the culverts passable for juvenile rainbow trout.

Rehabilitation Work
The pre–work meeting, site planning, delivery of unsorted
angular riprap and riprap sorting took place during day
one.

With approval from Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks to work instream, crib log preparation, crib/plunge
pool excavation, placement, armoring and anchoring of
three log cribs was completed in day two. Logs were
embedded in the stream bank at 2–m intervals from culvert
outlets and were anchored with large (0.5–1.0 m) riprap.
A four–inch trash pump equipped with a fish–friendly
intake hose (covered with fine wire mesh) was used to
dewater the work site. Discharging pumped water onto a
large rock in the channel prevented downstream scour of
the streambed. Critical instream work was completed in
day 2 so that it was environmentally safe to re–introduce
streamflow.

Logs were notched on day 3 after stream banks had re–
wetted, plunge pools had filled and streamflow had re–
established.

Cost Summary
Prescriptions $1,166
Equipment and Labour 2,639
Rentals (pumps, misc. tools)  295

Total Cost $4,120

Outputs
Two culvert barriers identified in Vaseux Creek Watershed
Fisheries Habitat Assessment Procedure (Trumbley et al.,
1997) were mitigated (Fig. 8–2). The construction of step
pools at two culvert outlets will enable all life stages of
rainbow trout to access several hectares of off–channel
habitat and at least 100 m of main channel habitat.
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Production Estimates
Production estimates are not available however, after day
2 approximately 92 juvenile trout had accumulated in the
lowermost plunge pool. It was apparent that fish were
rapidly exploiting the improved access provided by log weir
installation. These fish were retrieved with a bucket and
relocated above the work site 20 m away. After notching
the log weirs, several juveniles were observed swimming
upstream through the weirs and culvert into the wetland.

Proposed Work
Ongoing effectiveness monitoring is proposed. All
structures performed well during 2000 spring freshet and
are frequently observed by forestry workers.

For Further Information
Contact
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., FRBC Coordinator
Box 39
Okanagan Falls, BC V0H 1R0
Tel: (250) 497–1247
Email: stephen.jones@weyerhaeuser.com
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Figure 8–1. An upstream view of culvert barrier prior to
restoration. Note that the 30–40 cm outfall drop prevented
passage of all rainbow trout life stages. Another outlet step pool
was required for culvert pictured at the bottom of photo.

Figure 8–2. Upstream view of completed works. Outlet water
level is higher and the culvert is now passable by all life stages.
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VENNER CREEK LANDSLIDE REHABILITATION

Objectives
This project involved slope stabilization and erosion
control to minimize sediment delivery to a fish bearing
reach of Venner Creek.

FRBC Region/MELP Region
Thompson–Okanagan/Southern Interior/Kamloops.

Authors
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., Southern Interior Forestcraft Ltd.,
Consultant to Weyerhaeuser.

Proponent/Implementing Partners
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Okanagan Falls Unit.

Watershed/Stream
Okanagan Basin, Vaseux Creek Watershed, Venner Creek
sub–basin

Location
The site is approximately 15–km southeast of Penticton
near Okanagan Falls, BC. From 0 km on R201 (behind
the Okanagan Falls sawmill), travel to 12.5 km, turn right
onto R200, travel to 23.5 km, turn right onto spur road,
drive ±100 m. Park at cabin and walk/quad 650–m on old
trail to landslide.

Introduction
On the east side of Okanagan Valley, Vaseux’s seven sub–
basins (Vaseux, Dutton, Underdown, Solco, Venner,
McIntyre and Wabash) drain 292 km2 of the Okanagan
Highlands region. The watershed rises from 325–m
elevation at the confluence with the Okanagan River to
2335 m at the peak of Baldy Mountain. The landslide is
within the Venner Creek sub–basin on southeastern aspect
and is accessible by foot or ATV. The slide is ±0.35 ha in
size.

Assessments and Prescriptions
Surficial materials in the landslide area are gravely
glaciofluvial deposits on 60% slopes underlain by
undifferentiated sands and cobbles. The terrain polygon
is classed as potentially unstable. Upslope harvest on a

glaciofluvial terrace in 1991 may have influenced landslide
initiation. A spring near the head scarp, which is thought
to be the initiation point, has created a significant drainage
channel in unstable sand. Sediment is generated when the
spring flows during breakup and heavy rainfalls. Most
landslide debris (whole trees and parent material) was
deposited in Venner Creek and has formed a large debris
jam. Investigators believe the debris jam is stable and
passable to rainbow trout during freshet so its removal
was deemed unnecessary.

Prescriptions to stabilize the landslide were completed in
summer of 1999 by Dobson Engineering Ltd. and
implemented in fall of 1999.

Rehabilitation Work
Dangerous trees were felled prior to initiating
rehabilitation work and a pre–work meeting was held with
the crew to ensure people worked across the slope instead
of below one another.

The 20–m long, 1–m high headscarp was removed by hand
with shovels and picks. The initiation zone was stabilized
with modified brush layers made from on–site logs and
upland willow. Rebar was used to anchor sill logs.

Willow pole drains were constructed in nearby Venner
meadows and flown by helicopter to the site 1.5 km away.
Pole drains were installed in ±200 m of eroding drainage
channels and were pinned to the slope with rebar stakes.
A handcrew then backfilled the pole drains using shovels.

Live gully breaks were installed where on–site materials
and slope conditions permitted. Logs and upland willow
were used to form modified brush layers.

Although severely compacted, the deposition zone was
planted with willow cuttings. The entire landslide was then
heavily grass seeded to prevent surface erosion.

In spring 2000, the entire site was planted with 2055
Lodgepole pine seedlings, each with a fertilizer packet
(teabags). Planted at the equivalent of about 6000 trees
per hectare, the tree roots will rapidly colonize surficial
materials and anchor them to the slope.

Fall 2000 effectiveness monitoring indicated:
• reduced surface erosion;
• 70% + grass cover;
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• poor to acceptable survival of modified brush layers,
gully breaks and live pole drains (improved
performance and %CC of willow is anticipated);

• several buried modified brush layers near the
initiation zone (beside road at top). Burial was due
to downhill movement of loose sand from periodic
cattle activity;

• poor willow survival in the deposition zone due to
poor rooting zone aeration;

• 90% + survival of Lodgepole pine trees;
• 50–300% increase in Lodgepole pine height after one

growing season;

Due to its favourable drought tolerance and adaptation to
poor nutrient availability, Lodgepole pine is a
recommended alternative species for bioengineering on
steep, warm aspects in the ESSF and MS biogeoclimatic
zones.

Cost Summary
Prescriptions $ 1,166
Supervision 80
Equipment and Labour 7,360
Materials 317
Rentals (pumps, misc. tools) 52
Miscellaneous (helicopter)  1,043

Total Cost $10,018

Outputs
Reduced erosion and sediment delivery to a known fish
bearing reach of Venner Creek.

Production Estimates
The handcrew expended 32.4 person–days working on the
0.35 ha landslide. Major activities were willow harvesting,
pole drain construction, installation of bioengineering and
grass seeding. Planting of trees took 2 person–days for a
total of approximately 35 person–days of labour.

Proposed Work
Effectiveness monitoring will continue in 2001.

For Further Information
Contact
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., FRBC Coordinator
Box 39
Okanagan Falls, BC, V0H 1R0
Tel: (250) 497–1291
Email: stephen.jones@weyerhaeuser.com

Figure 8–3. Crew installing live pole drains made of willow
bundles.
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DENNIS CREEK DEBRIS JAM REMOVAL

Objectives
The objective of this project was to remove a debris jam
from the lower reach of Dennis Creek to prevent water
quality and fish habitat degradation.

Dennis Creek is a sub–basin of the Penticton Community
Watershed.

FRBC Region/MELP Region/MOF Region
Thompson–Okanagan/Southern Interior/Kamloops

Authors
Stephen Jones, R.P.F. Southern Interior Forestcraft Ltd.,
Consultant to Weyerhaeuser

Proponent/Implementing Partners
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Okanagan Falls Unit.

Watershed/Stream
The work site is located within the Dennis Creek sub–
basin of Penticton Creek Community Watershed
(Okanagan Basin). The ±1.5 m high debris jam was located
between the confluence with Penticton Creek (210 m
downstream) and the crossing of Road 117 (10 m
upstream).

Location
Site is approximately 15 km northeast of Penticton, BC.
From 0 km on R201 (behind the Okanagan Falls sawmill),
travel to 56.5 km on R201. Turn left on to Greyback Road
and travel to Lower Dennis Road at 70 km. Turn left onto
Lower Dennis Creek. Park here and walk downhill 380
m to the crossing of Road 117 and Dennis Creek.

Introduction
The debris jam originated from an adjacent slope failure
(0.1 ha) which pushed the toe of the slope into the creek
and below the existing Road 117. The failure infilled the
creek and created a 1.5 m high debris jam (Fig. 8–4) that
prevented upstream rainbow trout migration. Planned,
large scale harvesting of spruce bark beetle infested timber
was anticipated to potentially cause an increase in peak
streamflows to the debris jam. Concerned that increased
peak flows would dislodge the debris jam and degrade

water quality and rainbow trout habitat, Ministry of Forests
watershed specialists urged the removal of the jam prior
to the 2000 freshet.

Assessments and Prescriptions
Previously unidentified, this site was discovered by
watershed specialists making channel measurements of
Dennis Creek. Once discovered, prescriptions to remove
the debris jam and stabilize the channel were completed
by Dobson Engineering Ltd.

Rehabilitation Work
With consent of Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks to work in the stream outside of the accepted work
window, the debris jam was removed in March 2000. An
attempt to remove the debris jam in early December 1999
was aborted because of high water levels from a rain on
snow event. March 2000 flows were groundwater
dominated.

Dennis Creek was dewatered using two 4–inch trash
pumps which discharged water back to the channel below
the work site. In consultation with the Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks, a commitment was made
to flush the work site of sediment prior to restoring full
flows. Once the debris jam was removed with a Hitachi
EX200 excavator, an amount of streamflow was allowed
into the work site to flush loose sediment to a temporary
catchment dam. The flow was then cut off and the
sediment behind the dam removed. Flows were re–
introduced after the temporary dam (three courses of tied
sand bags) had been removed.

Spoils were placed in a stable and passable configuration
above the work site on Road 117. Cross ditches were
installed above and a silt fence installed below the spoil
pile to prevent erosion of sediment to the stream.

Cost Summary
Prescriptions $ 488
Supervision 957
Equipment and Labour 3,237
Materials 215
Rentals (pumps, misc. tools) 1,133
Miscellaneous (helicopter) 525

Total Cost $6,555
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Outputs
Debris jam removal of approximately 100 m3 of sediment
and logs decreased the risk of water quality and fish habitat
degradation (Fig. 8–5).

Production Estimates
Fish passage beyond the work site is possible at high and
medium flows.

Proposed Work
Effectiveness monitoring will occur as part of ongoing
deactivation in this key, target watershed.

All non–status roads in the community watershed will be
surveyed to document previously unknown sediment
sources.

For Further Information
Contact
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., FRBC Coordinator
Box 39, Okanagan Falls, BC, V0H 1R0
Tel: (250) 497–1291
Email: stephen.jones@weyerhaeuser.com

Figure 8–4. Upstream view of the debris dam on Dennis Creek.
Dennis Creek is a sub–basin of Penticton Community Watershed.

Figure 8–5. Completed works.
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SOLCO LAKE RAINBOW TROUT SPAWNING CHANNEL

Objectives
Solco Lake Rainbow Trout Spawning Channel was built
to eliminate sediment delivery, restore riparian function
and restore rainbow trout spawning habitat immediately
adjacent to Solco Lake.

FRBC Region/MELP Region/MOF Region
Thompson–Okanagan/Southern Interior/Kamloops

Authors
Stephen Jones, R.P.F. Southern Interior Forestcraft Ltd.,
Consultant to Weyerhaeuser

Proponent/Implementing Partners
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Okanagan Falls Unit.

Watershed/Stream
Okanagan Basin, Vaseux Creek Watershed, Solco Creek
sub–basin, unmapped S4 tributary to Solco Lake

Location
Site is approximately 18 km southeast of Penticton near
Okanagan Falls, BC. From 0 km on R201 (behind the
Okanagan Falls sawmill), travel to 17.25 km, turn right
onto Tuzo Road, travel to 27.5 km, turn right at the first
access sign to Solco Lake (a.k.a. Fish Lake). Travel about
1.5 km and take the second left. Site is located behind a
campsite.

Introduction
On the east side of Okanagan Valley, Vaseux’s seven sub–
basins (Vaseux, Dutton, Underdown, Solco, Venner,
McIntyre and Wabash) drain 292 km2 of the Okanagan
Highlands region. The watershed rises from 325 m
elevation at the confluence with the Okanagan River to
2335 m at the peak of Baldy Mountain.

Solco Lake is headwaters for the Solco Creek sub–basin
and is a significant recreational site within Tree Farm
License 15. Native and stocked rainbow trout populations
sustain moderate to heavy fishing effort facilitated by the
Solco Lake Forest Service Recreation Site (Rec site). The
instream works are located near the confluence of the S4
stream and Solco Lake.

Assessments and Prescriptions
Past road construction (circa 1970) to the Rec site had
crossed a small, unmapped S4 creek without using a ford.
Over 30 years, the crossing and adjacent riparian cover
had been severely degraded by recreational road users.
Periodic improvements, including culvert installation, did
not prevent ongoing damage to the stream or the
introduction of sediment to Solco Lake.

Prescriptions and site plans to restore the channel and
riparian zone were completed by Summit Environmental
Consultants Ltd.

Rehabilitation Work
Prior to instream rehabilitation, the northerly road access
was recontoured as part of an unrelated Rec site
rehabilitation project. This eliminated future impacts from
vehicles accessing the site from the north. Once channel
restoration was finished, the southern access was blocked
with a berm of large boulders, soil and logs and the
remaining road fragment turned into a formal campsite
(also part of the Rec site project).

A meandering 37 m long section of S4 channel was then
reconstructed by building a new channel 0.7 m deep and
1.3 m wide. V–shaped log weirs, 0.2 m plunge pools,
spawning gravel and riparian vegetation was added to
provide spawning habitat and riparian function.

After establishing survey benchmarks and staking final
channel elevations, the banks were shaped by backfilling
the old ditchline with local and imported material and
forming the banks with large riprap. V–shaped log weirs
were installed below the level of the new channel bed as
reconstruction proceeded. Considerable effort was required
to complete all components of the reconstruction in a
single excavator pass from back to front. This was required
due to restricted work space from adjacent old growth.

As structures were installed, the new riparian area was
planted with scoops of vegetation from adjacent
understorey. Also, 2 m lengths of willow cuttings were
machine planted along the new riparian zone into the
water table.

The new channel was then capped with a 10–20 cm layer
of washed, spawning gravel 1.9–5.0 cm in diameter.
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Stumps and large woody debris were then placed instream
for security cover. Pole sized immature conifers were placed
across the stream to provide additional security cover.

Structures were inspected after the 2000 freshet and were
functioning as planned. Willow survival is high but height
growth is low. Height growth is anticipated to accelerate
once root systems have expanded.

Cost Summary
Prescriptions $1,187
Supervision 640
Equipment and Labour 3,857
Materials 198
Rentals (pumps, misc. tools) 300

Total Cost $6,182

Outputs
This project restored approximately 55 m2 of rainbow trout
habitat by reconstructing channel and spawning habitat
(Fig. 8–6). Natural recovery of riparian function was also
initiated by willow planting.

Production Estimates
This project will supplement existing spawning habitat in
Solco Lake.

Proposed Work
Effectiveness monitoring will occur as part of ongoing
deactivation in this watershed.

For Further Information
Contact
Stephen Jones, R.P.F., FRBC Coordinator
Box 39
Okanagan Falls, BC, V0H 1R0
Tel: (250) 497–1291
Email: stephen.jones@weyerhaeuser.com

Figure 8–6. Upstream view of completed restoration.
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